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SiR WILI&IM R. HAMInTON read a paper " On some General Theo 
remis in the Calculus of Definite Integrals." 

MONDAY, JANUARY 25, 1858. 

JAMES H. TODD, D. D., President, in the Chair. 

THE REV. WILLIAM REEES, D D., read a paper " On the Cathach of 
Columcille" (deposited in the Museum of the Academy by Sir Richard 
O'Donnell, Bait.) 

JOu KELLS INGRAM, LL. D., read a paper 

ON THE OPUS MAAUS OF ROGER BACON. 

AFTER some introductory observations on the unjust neglect with which 
the writings of Roger Bacon have hitherto been treated, the author pro 
ceeded as foHlows: 

In the course of my studies I have been able to clear up one unset 
tled question respecting the works of this eminent man; and I have 
thought it probable that the Academy would be interested by any con 
tribution, however small, towards our knowledge of a subject so imper 
fectly understood. 

The " Opus Majus" has always been regarded as the most impor 
tant of Bacon's writings. It was written in the year 1267, and sent to 
Pope Clement IV. in conseq-uence of the desire expressed by that Pontiff 
that Bacon would communicate to him the substance of his researches. 

A beautiful MS. of the workL exists in the Library of Trinity College, 
Dublin, and from this MS. it was edited by Samuel Jebb, at London, in 
1733. It is to this edition, or to the reprint of it at Venice, in 1750, 
that all the histolians of philosophy have referred. The work, as pub 
lished by Jebb, containB six parts, the subjects of which are as follows: 

In the first Bacon points out the four universal causes of human igno 
rance; in the second he treats of the relation of philosophy to theology; 
in the third, of grammar and the knowledge of languages; in the fourth, 
of mathematics, including astronomy and geography; in the fifth, of 
per8pectiva, or optics; and in the sixth, of experimental science. 

When Bacon had composed the " Opus Majus," he drew up a second 
treatise, similar in substance, which he called his " Opus Minus," and 

which he also transmitted to the Pope. His object in doing so was partly 
to guard against the risk of the " Opus Majus" being lost, from the dan 
gers which then beset travellers, and partly to present to his Holiness, 
in a condensed and improved form, its most essential contents. Not 
satisfied with this precaution, he prepared a third version of his great 

work, which he named his " Opus Tertium," " ad intellectum et per 
fectionem utriusque operis prwcedentis," and this also he transmitted to 
Clement. The two latter works have never been printed, but several 
copies of, at least, portions of them exist in the manuscript collections 
of Great Britain and continental Europe. 
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In the course of M. Victor Cousin's researches on the history of phi 
losophy, he was led to examine a MS. of Bacon which existed in the 
library at Douai. He found that it contained a considerable portion of 
the "Opus Tertium." A lacuna which existed in this portion was 
supplied from a MS. in the British Museum, and the whole was care 
fully studied by M. Cousin He was thus led to arrive at several very 
interesting conclusions respecting the life and writings of Bacon. His 
account of the "Opus Tertium," containing many extracts from the 
original, is to be found in the " Journal des Savants" for March, April, 

May, and June, of the year 1848. On the Introduction to the work, 
M. Cousin enlarges at great length. It gives a general outline of the 
plan of the whole work, and indicates the several subjects which were 
treated in the different parts of it. Among the other contents,-and 
to this I call your particular attention,-it mentions a regular and de 
tailed treatise on moral philosophy. No such treatise is found in the 

Douai manuscript, which is imperfect at the end. But the state 
ment that such a treatise formed part of the "I Opus Tertium," would 
naturally lead us to suppose that the "' Opus Majus" contained a similax 
treatise, for the two works, so far as we can compare them, run parallel 
to each other. M. Cousin, however, puts an end to all doubt on this 
question, by producing several passages of the " Opus Tertium," in 

which a seventh part of the "1 Opus Majus" is distinctly referred to, as 
containing discussions on moral subjects; and he therefore justly re 
gards it as a fact established by his researches that the edition published 
by Jebb is incomplete, and that the "Opus Majus," in its integrity, 
had never been given to the world. 

But thereupon arose a further interesting question, which M. Cousin 
was not in a condition to solve. It had been stated bv Bale and Pits 
that Bacon was the author of a Treatise on Moral Philosophy. M. Cou 
sim found, from the "I Catalogi Codicum MSS. Anglie et Hibernife," that a 
Treatise on Moral Philosophy was actually contained in the Library of 
Trinity College, Dublin; and, indeed, Jebb himself, while he describes 
in his preface the " Opus Majus" as in sex yartes distributum, adds that 
the author " libros de prognosticis ex stellis et de multiplicatione 
specierum apposuit et [ractatum de Morali Philosophia ad calcem ad 

iunxit." Thus, as M. Cousin went on to say, the question was raised,_ 
can it be that the Treatise on Moral Philosophy, contained in the Dublin 
Library, is really the missing seventh part of the "Opus Majus"? "On 
voit par la de quelle importance il serait de rechercher le traite manu 
scrit de philosophie morale, .... car ce traite serait tres-vraisembla 
blement la septieme partie de 1' Opus Majus." And M. Cousin proceeds 
to recommend the examination of this moral treatise, and its publica 
tion, if it should turn oat to be what he anticipated, to the scholars of 
the English Universities:-" Puisse cette entreprise, a la fois utile et 
facile, sourire au patriotisme de quelque savant d' Oxford ou de Cam 
bridge !" 

My attention was called to these articles of M. Cousin by a very clear 
and well-written summary of his conclusions, which appeared in the first 
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volume of " Notes and Queries." It then occurred to me that my posi 
tion as a member of Trinity College, Dublin, gave me the means of 
setting at rest this question, which has hitherto remained unanswered. 

And my priincipal object in making this communication to the Academy 
is to announce that, by a careful examiniation of the manuscript, I have 
been enabled to establish, that M1. Cousin's anticipation is perfectly 
correct. The "1 Opus M,ajus" not only had, but in the Dublin manu 
script still has, a seventh part devoted to moral philosophy. 

This seventh part is of considerable length: the six parts printed 
by Jebb fill 406 pages in the manuscript; the seventh occupies 92 
pages. It is written by the same hand as the earlier portion, and, like 
it, is filled with contractions. It begins on the same page on which the 
sixth part terminates. In fact, there is every appearance of perfect 
continuity with what precedes. It is headed, "I Incipit septima pars 
hujus persuasionis, de Morali Philosophia" -a formula quite similar, 
with the single change of the number and stubject, to those prefixed to 
the precedingparts. The firstwords are, "Manifestavi in precedentibus," 

-which imply something before them. These are striking indications, 
exhibiting themselves at once on inspection. It might, however, be 
urged, that the latter only shows the treatise to form a part of some 
larger work, not necessarily of the " Opus Maj us," and that the former 

might have arisen from the mistake of a transcriber; and Jebb's omis 
sion of the treatise in his edition naturally made me slow to attach im 
portance to these prima facie evidences. But when the treatise is exa 
mined throughout, the truth becomes apparent. Every allusion to 
preceding matter, and such allusions are frequent, becomes perfectly 
clear on the hypothesis that we are reading a part of the " Opus Iajus." 
It would be easy to multiply proofs of this kind: at present I will men 
tion only a few, which, however, appear decisive: 

In the opening pages of the treatise Bacon enumerates the subjects 
treated in the first six parts of the " Opus Majus," in the order in which 
they occur in that work, and in doing so speaks of their utility 
"C relate ad Dei Ecelesiam et crtera tria prtenarrata." Now to under 
stand this phrase we must go back to the first page of the " Opus 

Majus," where this sentence occurs:-" Per lumen sapientiae ordinatur 
Ecelesia Dei, republica fidelium disponitur, infidelium conversio procu 
ratur, et illi qui in malitia obstinati sunt, valent per virtutem sapientim 
reprimi. m . . . Omnia vero qute indigent regimine sapientim ad htec 
quatuor reducuntur." The idea of these four ends is reproduced fre 
quently through the " Opus Majus," and may be said to be woven into 
its texture. And the reference, " crtera tria prmnarrata," is strictly 
similar to those throughout the whole " Opus Majus," in which the 
opening passage is recalled,-such, for example, as that which is found 
in page 58 of Jebb's edition,-" sicut ad Ecclesiam Dei et cetetra tria 
comparantur." 

Again, in fol. 242 of the manuscript, when proving the necessary 
existence of seven sects only, including that of Antichrist, he says: 
" Superius in comparatione Mathematice ad Ecclesiam revolutfe sunt 
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sectxe." Now the passage here referred to is found in a part of the 
" Opus Majus" devoted to that general subject, and may be read at 
pag,e 160 of Jebb's edition. 

In fol. 245 of the MS., speaking of the receptiont given by a Tartar 
emperor to the monk William, author of a treatise " De moribus Tarta 
rorum," he adds, " de quo superius tactum est in his quwe de locis 

murndi dicta sunt." le here plainly refers to a passage at page 232 
of Jebb's edition, in the part of the "Opus Majus" which relates to 
geography. 

A-an, in fol. 246, a passage occurs which fixes the date of the trea 
tise. Six hundred aand sixty-five of the destined years of the duration 
of Mab oe'e;ianism are there said to have elapsed, which, by changing 

Arabian lunar years of the era of the Hegira into solar years of the Chris 
fan era, gives us the date 1267. To this statement Bacon adds the words, 
" sicutt superius in mathematicis est notatum." Now the same chro 
nological statem-ent is found at page 167 of Sebb's edition, with this 
difference only, that while in Jebb the phrase used is " nune est annus 
sexcentesimus sexagesimpus quintus," in the moral treatise the phrase 
is, "I Jam transierunt anni sexcenti sexaginta quinque," indicating, ap 
parently, that one of thfese yean had closed in the interval between the 
composition of the two passages. 

But if it should be urged that these correspondences, and the use of 
such words as prius and superius, may be explained on the hypothesis 
that the moral treatise is not a part of the "Opus Majus," but that, 
according to Jebb's expression, it was ad aleeam adjunetus, let me refer 
you to a passage in fol. 205, where, after making a statement of the 
prophets and patriarchs having treated divine things not only theologi 
cally, but philosophically, he adds, "' sicut in secunda parte hujus operi 
probatum est." Now the coresponding passage is found in the second 
part of the " Opus Miajus," at page 30 of Jebb's edition. 

It is thus, I think, fully established that the moral treatise of which 
I have been speaking is really the Seventh part of the " Opus Majus." 

When I consider the weight of the evidence which has led me to 
this conclusion, the omission of it by Jebb, in his edition, appears to me 
one of the most curious circumstances in literary history. 

And here I cannot refrain from observing that serious injustice has 
been done to Bacon by the suppression of this portion of his work in 
the printed copies. For the cardinal idea which presided over his whole 
construction is thus kept out of view, or at least obseured. This idea 
was, the supremacy of moral science over the rest of the intellectual sys 
tem. The earlier and simpler sciences he regarded as deserving of study, 
chiefly because they are the necessary preparation for Morals, the su 
preme and final science. This view, often put forward throughout the 
book, is nowhere more nobly stated than in the following decisive sen 
tence, which occurs in the Seventh part:-" Non queruntur scientite 
oeatere nisi propter istam que est humante sapientite dominatrix." 

I will now proceed to give a very rapid sketch of the general divi 
sions of the Seventh part. And my object in doing so is to establieh 
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the second conclusion at which I have arrived, namely, that the Seventh 
part, though extending to more than ninety folio pages, is yet imperfect 
in the Dublin manuscript. This I did not at first suspect. There is 
indeed no " Explicit" at the end of the manuscript, which closes at the 

middle of the page; but that might be an accidental omission; and in 
the sense of the concluding passage there is nothing, at first view, to 
indicate an abrupt termination. The final words, " Et quid potest homo 
plus petere in hac vita ?" might even seem not inaptly to mark the com 
pletion of the great edifice. But, on further examination, using the lights 
supplied by M1. Cousin's account of the " Opus Tertium," I have arrived 
at the conclusion that there is a deficiency at the end of the manuscript. 

A few brief quotations will best indicate the general plan of the 
moral treatise which forms the Seventh part. After some excellent in 
troductory observations on the relation between moral philosophy and 
the preceding sciences, he goes on to enumerate the several heads or 
branches of the subject to be successively treated :-" Thee scientia primo 
docet componere leges et jura vivendi, secundo docet ea credi et probari, 
et homines exhortaxi ad operandum et vivendum secundum illas leges." 

He proceeds to state the subdivision of the first head into three: 
" Prima pars dividitur in tres, nam primo naturaliter occurrit ordinatio 
hominis inDeulm et respectu substantiarum angelicarum, secundo adprox 
imum, tertio ad seipsum." And accordingly these three branches of moral 
duty are the subjects of the first three divisions of the treatise. Thus, 
having spoken in the first of our duty to God, in fol. 210 he commences 
the second division with the words,-" Secunda pars descendit ad leges 
et statuta hominum inter se." This division is very briet occupying 
only two pages. Then begins the third, which is thus characterized: 

-"c Tertiavero pars scientia3 moralis et civilis est de moribus cajuslibet 
personae secundum se, ut honestas vitae in quolibet habeatur, et turpitudo 
vitiorum relinquatur propter futuram felicitatem et horrorem weternm 
poenae." This division is of great extent, abounding in lengthened quo 
tations from the ancient ethical writers, particularly Seneca, with some 
of whose works the author says he had recently met for the first timne. 
" Protraxi," he proceeds, in foL 240, ' hane partem Philosophie moralis 
gratis propter pulcbritudinem et utilitatem sententiarum moralium, et 
propter hoc quod libri raro inveniuntur a quibus erui has morum radices, 
flores, et fructus." "Nune autem volo accedere ad partem quartam 
hujus scientia3." And in the fourth division the question is considered, 
what sect is to be adopted and followed by mankind,-in other words, 
what is the true religion? Having proved Christianity to be the faith 
which the human race ought to receive, he proceeds to establish that 
doctrine of the Christian faith which he says most requires to be de 
fended, " eo quod quidam negant et allis est dubium, alii cun difficul 
tate recipiunt, quibusdam durum videtur, alii imperfecte sentiunt, pauci 
de facili et cum plena pace et suavitate animi tenent, et est hoc sacra 

mentum altaris." And then follows a discourse on the doctrine of the 
Eucharist, with which the treatise ends. 

R. I. ACAD. PROC.-TOL. VII. 
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Now I think it is pretty plain that Bacon's own programme has not 
been carried out if the treatise, as existing in the manuscript, is to be 
taken as complete. For though that portion of the second general head 

which represents moral philosophy as "I docens leges et jura vivendi 
credi et probari," may be regarded as sufficiently elaborated, the other 
part, in which it is spoken of as " docens homines exhortari ad operan 
dum et vivendum secundum illas leges," is certainly not forthcoming. 

But the suspicion thus awakened becomes certainty when we exa 
amine some passages of the "I Opus Tertium," of which M. Cousin has 
given an account. For, in the Introduction to that work, of which I 
spoke before, in which a prospective view, as you will remember, is 
given of the subsequent portions of the work, the divisions of the moral 
part are enumerated. Of these there are stated to be six. The first 
(I use 1. Cousin's abstract, for he does not quote the original Latin) 
related to the belief and conduct of man with respect to God, to the 
future life, &c.; the second was on public law, on the public worship 
of God, and on the government of states; the third was on the beauty 
of virtue and the deformity of vice; the fourth, on the different religions 
of the world; for the purpose of proving that one only is true, and ought 
to be universally diffused; the fifth contained exhortations to the perfor 

mance of the duties imposed by the religion whose truth had been estab 
lished; and the sixth had reference to the organization of tribunals aild 
the administration of justice. Now, bearing in mind that the " Opus 

Tertium" follows the plan of the " Opus Majus," we may assume that 
the arrangement adopted in the former was uised in the latter work also 

And accordingly, you will observe that the first four divisions just men 
tioned strictly coincide with those which I described as occurring in the 
Seventh part of the " Opus Majus." It may, therefore, I conclude, be 
safely announced that the fifth and sixth divisions of the Seventh part 
are wanting in the Dublin manu-seript. 

It would, perhaps, be premature to print the Seventh partuntil the 
necessary researches have first been made to ascertain whether or not 
it can be completed from manuscripts in British or foreign libraries. In 
the meantime, having made considerable progress in the study of the 
portion which the Dublin manuscript comprises, I hope before long to 
lay before the Academy a full account of its contents, extracting every 
thing which appears interesting either from its intrinisic merit, or as 
affording information on the state of learning and philosophical opinion 
in the thirteenth century. 

I cannot conclude without repeating my protest against the continued 
neglect with which the writings of this great man have hitherto been 
treated. Many tracts attributed to him are to be found in our manu 
script collections, which ought now at length to be examined, arranged, 
and published, with the -necessary historical and other elucidations. 
From my own observations on the initial sentences of these tracts, 
which are sometimes given in the catalogues, I am convinced that many 
of them are simply extracts from the three great works which he ad 
dressed to Pope Clement. And I believe that if the " Opus Majus," 
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the " Opus Minus," and the " Opus Tertium," were printed in a form 
as complete as the existing copies would permit, but little would re 

main in manusclipt that proceeded from the hand of Roger Bacon. 

A list of Presentations to the Library was read, and thanks returned 
to the several donors. 

MIONDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1858. 

AMxES HENTHOoN TODD, D.D., President, in the Chair. 

SA rT-T L. HARDY, M. D., was elected a Member of the Academy. 
On the recommendation of the Council, it was resolved that the Trea 

surer be authorized to sell a portion of the funded Stock of the Academy, 
not exceeding ?50, in order to make up the sum required for payment 
for the Cunningham Medals awarded in the present year. 

The PRESIDENT read a paper 

ON SOME ANCIENT IRISH IDEEDS. 

THESE deeds are mostly in the Irish language and character, of the 
fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries. They are of the nature 
of deeds of mortgage, wills, covenants, deeds of arbitration, indentures, 
deeds of partition, conveyance of land; and some of them are Brehon Law 
judgments. 

No. 1-Is dated A.D. 1450, and also by the local historical fact, "the 
year in which Donoch O'Brien died." 

It is a deed of mortgage by deed poll, but differs from our modern 
deeds of mortgage in that it does not convey the lands. It consists of 
five parts. In Part I. it is recited that Donnell Oge O'IKearney had 
possession of the lands of Ballymote, or rather a half quarter of them, 
for a debt due to him by the owners, Teige Mac Sida (Mae Sheedy), 
LMac Namara], and his son. But Teige and his son seem to have been 
in debt to Donoch O'Brien [first Eaxl of Thomond ?], whose bailiffs en 
tered the lands of Ballymote, then in the possession of Donnell Oge 

O'Kearney, and carried off three valuable mares. Arbitrators were ap 
pointed, and Teige Mac Sheedy and his son were condemned to pay five 

marks to O'Keamey. As security for these five marks, Mac Sheedy, the 
son, mortgages a half quarter of Ballymote to O'Kearney. 

In Part iI. it is stated that Mac Sheedy, the son, had been murdered 
by Donnell Oge Mac Namara, but had by his will left his property to 
his brother and chief, Donnell Derg [or the red], subject to the debts 
due to O'Xearney. 

Part xxi. is a further mortgage. Donnell Berg, and the two sons of 
Lochlainn O'Curry, had stolen two pigs from O'Xearney; an arbitration 
was agreed to, and a fine of half a mark given for the pigs, with three 
uinge as costs, and one uinge as a twelfth, or umpires' fees. To meet 
these charges, Bonnell Derg mortgages the lands to the amount of one 

mark. 
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